We, OMNIFSCIENT INTERNATIONAL is a professional manufacturer of all types of CARBON BRUSHES and Motor Parts.

**The leading product we serve:**

1. **CARBON BRUSH,**
   For Power Tools (All Models of Makita, Bosch, AEJ, Black&Decker, Hitachi, Dewalt, Metabo,Ryobi, etc.), Industrial Carbon Brushes, House Hold, Automobile etc..

2. **Carbon Brush Holder**  
3. **Holder Spring**  
4. **Slip Rings**  
5. **Commutator**  
6. **Carbon Vanes**

We have built a wide international reputation as primary carbon brushes manufacturer and supplier to the Middle East & GCC with mass producing of carbon brushes and motor parts for all types standards. We serve large sectors of Arab companies and factories with proven track record of successful and obvious presence for quality and service.

Our carbon brushes are designed for maximum performance on all Automobile Motors, Power Tools, Micro Motors as well as large Industrial Motors. We have developed wide range of grades in Carbon Graphite, Electrographites, Higher Range Electrographites, Copper Graphite, Bronze Graphite which are best suited to meet even the most demanding requirements.

Our management of production strictly refers to CE quality certificate system, sticking to the principal of “Quality is always in the First Place”

**Our Request on our sales personnel is:**

“Honest, Sincere and Down-to-Earth spirit, and achieving what you have promised” Only by insisting on these simple principles can a corporation survive in the long run.

In a very short span of time OMNISCIEnt has reached to a towering height and created a pride in several eyes by 3D (dedication, Determination and Devotion) with staunchly working.

Highly professional establishment with improved and new theme of International Business in the Carbon products and Motor Parts like OMNISCIEnt is generating good response from the international market. We stand ahead in this line on the basis of quality, reliability and durability of our products. That is why, in this era of high moral, latest business styles and professional touch, we are able to satisfy well by supplying qualitative products.
Industries we serve:
Cement Plants, Cable Manufacturing Companies, Plastic products manufacturing companies, Cartons Manufacturing companies, Steel Companies, Oil & Refineries etc...

**Carbon Brush:**
All Brands, All Models • Small Spark, Little Noise, Long Life • OEM Quality
All Models of Makita, BOSCH, AEJ, Black&Decker, HITACHI, DEWALT, METABO, RYOBI etc.

**Industrial Carbon Brush:**
High Precision • High Starting Torque • Safe and Reliable

**Household Carbon Brush:**
Heat-resisting • Long Use Life • Multifunction Diversification

**Automobile & Motorcycle Carbon Brush:**
In addition to carbon brushes, we have a complete range of brush-holders.

**Wide range of Brush Holders:**
The most commonly used types are available from stock. Thanks to independent and international purchasing, we can offer you a wide range and a fair price for these products. As the amount of types is extremely large, we cannot mention them all on our Catalogue. But feel free to send us a sketch, picture or sample, and we will find the closes match.

**Special services:**
If desired we are able to modify, overhaul and upgrade existing brushholder assemblies for you.

**New designs:**
Manufacturing of new assemblies, at client specifications, is also possible.

---

**SLIP RING**

OMNISCIENT is well known for its capacity to deliver the widest range of sliprings. Ever since the start of our production facility, we have built a reputation of quick delivery and high quality.

**Standard Sliprings:**
We keep stocks of various standard slipring bodies. Furthermore we have access to a vast international network of slipring producers beside us, thus ensuring a big assortment of sliprings with often very short leadtime.

**Special Sliprings:**
Thanks to our ability to completely design and produce slipring within our own premises, our range of special sliprings is allmost unlimited. Furthermore we have a broad network of suppliers with which we cooperate intensively, thus ensuring the highest quality, proper working conditions and economical pricing.
Our commutators are manufactured to meet high strength and durability standards to endure the most punishing conditions. These versatile products are used for everything from large industrial motors in steel and paper mills to powerful, mid-sized motors in diesel trucks, transit cars and power tools. We can also supply you custom made Commutator in every quantity and execution.

Modification of commutators:
If necessary, we are able to adapt your existing commutator in our workshop. Whether it concerns simple machining of the bore-hole, extensive modification of the connection slots or overhaul of the surfaces.

HOLDER SPRING

Constant Tension Spring, which is widely used in D.C. Motors to make constant pressure tension to carbon brushes. To meet the variegated requirements of our clients, we customize these components in terms of well-defined parameters as specified by the clients. The entire range is widely acknowledged for its high tensile strength, durability and anti-corrosive properties.

CARBON VANES

We manufacture quite a range of Vanes from carbon graphite. Our specialized carbon graphite material is the ideal vane material for dry running oil-less vacuum pumps and compressors. Dry running vane pumps have many advantages over other types of pumps. They offer smooth - pulse free air flow, require no lubrication with minimal noise and vibration in a compact design. They produce maximum vacuums and have high air flow rates combined with easy maintenance and long service life.
“Delivers Quality To The Core”

Contact:
OMNISCIENT INTERNATIONAL
4 – Jamuna Park, MayaniChowk,
Rajkot 360004, Gujarat – INDIA
E-mail: info@carbonbrushgroup.com

Overseas:
Khalid Bukhait Al-Anazi Trading LLC.
7883 Wadi Al-Batah - Al Naseem Al Sharqi
Unit No. 1 Riyadh 14242-3639
Email: saudi@carbonbrushgroup.com
Cell: +966 532934247